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With our country’s economy grows rapidly, Coal, asa mainstay of 
economic growth, is in ever-increasing demand. Since the coal reserves are 
unequally distributed countrywide, its logistics development is of great 
importance. Coal logistics actually refers to the integrated services logistics 
companies provide, which also include the procedures of storage, processing, 
delivery and informatization besides the transportation. In January 2014, the 
National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) introduced the Coal 
Logistics Development Plan (CLDP) which opened up new opportunitiesfor the 
coal logistics development. The coal logistics is playing a great role in the 
development of whole logistics industry. Howeverthe arising of these 
unprecedented development opportunities, the role of our country’s coal 
logistics industry has yet to be increaseddue to thebackwardness of its 
infrastructure, talents, service, informatization and professionalization. 
This thesisconducts an objective SWOT(strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, threats) analysis of the coal logistics of Henan Coal and Chemical 
Industry Group Co. Ltd based on the current situation of the company’s logistics 
development. We also study the feasibility of further development and the 
routes of the company’s logistics integration and put forward our expectations 
about it by applying the theory of modern supply chain and logistics.The paper 
put theory into practice by mapping out the company’s integration routes with 
the theory of logistics andsupply chain management. So it might have real 
significance to the expansion and improvementof the company’s logistics center 
or even to the qualitative change of the whole industry.And to some degree, the 
result of our study could guide the development of other coal logistics 
companies in the country. 
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